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Sarnath, Uttar Pradesh, India
The massive 6th-century stupa at
Sarnath, around 10 kilometres from
the holy city of Varanasi, is the place
where Buddha chose to deliver his
first sermon. In the warm light of
the afternoon, the 40-metre-high
Dhamek Stupa reveals its delicate
carvings of human figures, birds,
flowers and ancient script.
Settings: 120mm focal length,
1/400s at f/9 (ISO250)
Photo: Gunther Deichmann

Shoot It!

Landscapes are the true essence of any country, all the more when photographed
in striking light. These days, I gain equal satisfaction from seeking out coastal and
mountain landscapes, with each genre throwing up different challenges, such as finding
a composition that has no man-made “clutter” in the frame. Trying to capture the
uniqueness of a landscape can be a lot of physical work – with a dash of good luck
thrown in – but the result can be inspirational both for me and to others, especially
if viewed as a large-format print in a home or an office. Landscapes and cityscapes
complement the more intimate scenes of people and culture. Without them, the true
spirit of a place can’t be captured.
Travel photography in the digital era is very exciting. I am now able to create a
high-resolution panorama file from five overlapping vertical frames taken from a solid
tripod. In the past, I could never afford, let alone carry, an expensive and bulky panorama
film camera. For me, it is essential to choose a vantage point to camp for the night
that enables me to take both dusk and dawn shots of the same landscape. Sleeping
in unusual places means that the images taken at the beginning and close of the day
evoke a special feeling that stays with me forever.
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Settings: Stitched panorama of five
vertical frames, 70mm focal length,
1/30s at f/11 (ISO100)
Photo: Colin Monteath

HOT Tip

Stitching Panoramas

Special software allows you to stitch together
a series of digital images to create a panorama.
The software cleverly adjusts each photo first
so that straight lines stay straight when the
shots are assembled. All Canon cameras are
bundled with software called PhotoStitch.
For a more professional tool, try PTGui
www.ptgui.com or Panorama Maker
www.arcsoft.com.

By Ian Seldrup

Landscapes & Cityscapes

Blue Lake, St. Bathans,
Central Otago, New Zealand
Photographers always need a
degree of luck, especially if they are
enamoured, as I am, with capturing a
near-perfect reflection in good light.
You have to be prepared to work
harder (plodding round sticky, muddy
foreshore) to look for an unusual
composition, and then wait until there
is utter calm – and no pesky ducks
landing on the water to create ripples!
Stitching multiple images together
to create a panorama, I need to
work quickly when the light breaks
through the overcast sky for a few
seconds. The touch of autumn colour
in that tree adds a special element
that creates a classic Central Otago
landscape.

>

Text Colin Monteath

Shoot It! Landscapes & Cityscapes
gear TIPS

Camera

A high-resolution sensor is needed for crisp
detail in your landscapes. A 12-megapixel image
has (just) enough resolution to fill a (300dpi)
double-page spread of this magazine edge to
edge; spend your money on the highest quality
lenses you can afford.

Lens

A 28–105mm zoom or 24–70mm zoom does
the job for the majority of situations. A 16–35mm
ultra-wide zoom opens up further possibilities
but is a very expensive luxury.

Tripod

With your camera on a sturdy tripod, you can
spend more time planning a composition so that
when the light is perfect, you’re ready. A tripod
will also allow you to photograph in low light and
after dark without using high ISO values. Don’t
buy a tripod that you’re not prepared to carry;
carbon-fibre is lighter weight but pricier. Try
different tripod heads before you buy. A ball head
is a compact option for travellers.

Filters

Circular polarising filters are must-haves for
photography outdoors. They decrease unwanted
reflected sunlight and increase contrast and
colour saturation. These filters physically rotate,
allowing you to adjust the degree of the effect.
Experiment to see how the position of the sun
relative to your lens axis also plays a role.

SHOOTING TIPS

When

The start and end of the day have the most
appealing light, especially essential for
landscapes. Be ready to shoot 30–60 minutes
before sunrise and sunset. Illuminated cities and
buildings look their best shortly after sunset
whilst the sky still has some light and colour.

Focal length

When shooting a big panoramic urban or
natural environment, wide angles (35mm or
under) aren’t the only choice. Telephoto lenses
(85mm or above) isolate parts of a scene and
reduce the prominence of a boring sky or
distracting foreground.

Aperture
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Water Coastlines, rivers, lakes
and waterfalls all make great
subjects. Slow shutter speeds
(1/15s to one second) blur and
soften moving water, while fast
shutter speeds (1/250s or faster)
freeze waves. Use a polarising filter
to cut down on reflections.

Cities Find elevated vantage
points for your cityscapes: highrise buildings, rooftop bars, hilly
areas in town. Recce your locations
beforehand. Start out early
when the light is good and before
everyone else gets up.

Architecture Take care
when shooting architecture, as
wide-angle lenses exaggerate
perspective. To reduce the effect
of perspective, get as far away
from the building as possible and
use a telephoto lens.

Settings: 40mm focal length,
1/20s at f/8 (ISO50)
Photo: Amar Grover

Shutter speed

Shooting on a tripod with a cable release at small
apertures, expect shutter speeds of 1/15s or
longer. Cities after dark may require exposures
as long as 30 seconds. Experiment!

By Ian Seldrup

Mountains Snow-capped
summits bathed in golden light
make alluring subjects. But peaks
and fickle weather go hand in
hand. Have enough space on your
memory card to keep shooting
as the narrow window of good
light and forgiving cloud quickly
disappears.

Mandu, Madhya Pradesh, India
A sweeper lined up in the distant
archway of a beautiful old mosque
lends an unobtrusive sense of scale
to the architecture.

>

Choose your subject

Selecting f/11 or f16 ensures that everything in
your scene is sharp, front to back. But choosing
ISO100 or ISO200 and shooting at dawn or
dusk, such narrow apertures mean slow shutter
speeds and the definite need for a tripod.

Shoot It! Landscapes & Cityscapes

>

Peradeniya Botanic Gardens,
Kandy, Sri Lanka
A Hasselblad Xpan camera uses
the panoramic format to great
effect with this amazing tree,
rendered even more surreal by the
fleeting appearance of schoolgirls
walking in a line that echoes the
spreading branches.

>

Xinjiang, China
Leading lines formed by trees and
rolling hills draw the viewer in, while
the uncluttered greens complement
a clear blue sky nicely.

Settings: 45mm focal length, 1/45s
at f/8 (ISO100)
Photo: Amar Grover

Settings: 28mm focal length, 1/200s
at f/11 (ISO200)
Photo: Ang Siang Lee

>

Battambang, Cambodia
To show movement, this “bamboo
train” was shot at slow shutter
speeds in continuous shooting
mode. Not recommended unless
you’re holding on tight!
Settings: 24mm focal length,
3/10s at f/16 (ISO400)
Photo: Gunther Deichmann

Dos & Don’ts

DO stabilise your camera
When shooting during dusk or dawn, most
of the time you will not have enough light.
Find a steady platform to rest your camera,
use a tripod, or improvise.
DON’T use flash
The flash on your camera is just not powerful
enough to light an entire building.
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By Ang Siang Lee

Do USE the best light AVAILABLE
When shooting a scene with urban lights, the
best time to shoot is during a setting sun, when
the ambient light matches the lights from
the buildings.

Text Gunther Deichmann

Peoples & Cultures
Travel not only broadens your geographical horizons, but it allows you to immerse
yourself in other cultures. Meeting people from cultures different to our own is
fascinating, and I relish the challenge of translating that experience into photography.
At times, this isn’t easily achieved and visiting a destination just once is seldom
sufficient. You find that your best photos often come from your second or third visit.
		 For me, travel is about making new friends – always a good thing if you plan to
return one day. I like to get to know the people I meet and find out about their daily
lives. Both these things translate into better images down the road. Gaining your
subject’s respect is essential. Ask permission to take a photograph. And talk quietly:
you will find that people come closer to you. Capturing a person in a photograph can
be very challenging, but approach them with a friendly smile, and you will find that it is
actually not so hard to create powerful images.

Shoot It! Peoples & Cultures

Settings: 54mm focal length,
1/100s at f/4.5 (ISO160)
Photo: Lester Ledesma

Portraits Vertically composed
upper-body shots or even framefilling headshots of people can make
arresting travel photos. Have your
subject look directly into the lens
and make sure the eyes are pin
sharp, even if other parts of the face
are out of focus.

gear TIPS

Environmental portraits
While a straight portrait has little
context, widening your field of view
brings your subject’s surroundings
into the frame. Zooming wider
also gives you more depth of
field, so front to back, more of the
surrounding scene will be in focus.
Candid shots of people at work are
especially worthwhile.

Camera

Although a small DSLR camera body weighs less,
which is great when walking around, a larger
body with a vertical grip and an extra shutter
release makes portrait photography a breeze.

Lens

As you’ll need a range of focal lengths to
photograph people, a moderate zoom with a
range of about 28–105mm is good for most
purposes. Using a lightweight zoom is less of a
chore and avoids the need to change lenses.

Bag

To store your minimal gear, use a compact,
portable bag that gives you quick access
to your camera.
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Skant, Haggier Mountains,
Socotra, Yemen
Up in Socotra’s mountains live
seminomadic bedouins herding
goats on the steep, difficult slopes
around their villages. Late one
afternoon, I joined the men from a
small hamlet as they went out to
catch a goat for slaughter. Running
swiftly over the rugged terrain, they
were soon making it hard for me to
keep pace. But I was determined to
get a great shot. I somehow got far
enough ahead of them to be ready
when they entered the frame.

>

Choose your subject

Flash

Lighting from built-in flash is almost never
flattering. When your subject is lit unevenly
(e.g., when a hat is casting a shadow over the
eyes, but the mouth and nose are in full sun),
use your camera’s “fill flash” feature to
add light to the shaded area.

Money

It’s a fact of life that in many countries, some
people will ask you for money in exchange for
a photo. Whether you do or not is a matter of
personal preference. If you do, have small
change ready in local currency, but keep it
separate from your main cash.

By Ian Seldrup

>

Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
Portraits don’t always need to be a
big production. This young Balinese
dancer was getting ready to perform
onstage when she was approached
with a friendly “hello” and camera at
the ready.

Settings: 24mm lens at 1/800s at
f/2.8 (ISO200)
Photo: Claudius Schulze

Shoot It! Peoples & Cultures

>

Bangkok, Thailand
These young monks in their
quarters appear at ease with the
photographer. Spending time getting
to know your subject will allow you
to take more natural people pictures.
Settings: 35mm focal length,
1/160s at f/1.4 (ISO800)
Photo: Ang Siang Lee

>

Lijiang, Yunnan, China
A candid portrait focusing only
on the face can also work in
landscape format.

Choose your subject
Daily life Hitting the streets is
one of the best ways to see, and
photograph, people in everyday
situations. Know your way around
your camera so that you don’t miss
interesting but fleeting moments.
Increase your chances of being in
the “right place at the right time”
by observing what’s going on
around you.

Settings: 80mm focal length, 1/50s
at f/2.4 (ISO100)
Photo: Ian Seldrup

Festivals A unique opportunity
to capture people at their most
colourfully dressed and highspirited, festivals can be challenging
subjects. Arrive early to figure out
good vantage points and try shooting
performers (and spectators) before
an event begins. When festivities are
underway, be prepared to shoot from
a distance with a telephoto lens.

Dos & Don’ts

Do use a fast shutter speed
Things can get fast with people, so a fast shutter
is needed to freeze your subject. Try a shutter
speed of 1/125s for starters.
DO use a large aperture
In a crowded scene, the shallow depth of field
provided by a large aperture helps you isolate
your subject from the background. A large
aperture (which corresponds to a small f-stop
value) is also useful in dim light, as it allows you to
achieve faster shutter speeds at a given ISO.
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By Ang Siang Lee

DON’T be shy, don’t be pushy either
Show an interest in the culture and way of life of
local people, and try to go “behind the scenes”
and delve a little deeper. More often than not,
you’ll find better pictures there.

>

Madhya Pradesh, India
Colourful tridents, emblematic of
the Hindu god Shiva, stand beside a
temple atop Chauragarh, a lofty hill
popular with pilgrims. The temple
priest was coaxed into position and
shot from a low angle.
Settings: 21mm focal length, 1/90s
at f/11 (ISO50)
Photo: Amar Grover

Shoot It! Peoples & Cultures

>

Pashupatinath Temple,
Kathmandu, Nepal
The Pashupati area is regarded as
one of the most important sites for
the followers of Hinduism, and holy
men from Nepal and India commonly
congregate here. Looking for the
unusual and finding it, I approached
this sadhu and all of a sudden he sat
down and assumed this bizarre pose.

When

An overcast sky produces soft light that’s ideal
for portraiture. The harsh light of direct sun may
be fine for shooting a large group of people, but
for portraits it should be avoided.

Settings: 66mm focal length,
1/320s at f/5.6 (ISO400)
Photo: Gunther Deichmann

Focal length

80~105mm is ideal for shooting portraits, giving
a flattering perspective. For environmental
portraits and groups, 24~35mm keeps you close
to your subject but with a wider field of view.

Aperture

For portraits, use f/1.8~f/5.6 to keep the
background out of focus. Apertures of
f/4~f/8 will typically be sufficient to bring
the surroundings back into focus for an
environmental portrait.
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By Ian Seldrup

Shutter speed

In most cases, a shutter speed of 1/125s will
compensate for any subject movement.
For fast-moving subjects (like children!),
at least 1/250s will be necessary.

Wakatobi, South Sulawesi,
Indonesia
A mud crab in shallow sandy water
takes on exaggerated proportions
with a fisheye lens.

>

SHOOTING TIPS

Settings: 16mm fisheye, 1/80s
at f/16 (ISO100)
Photo: Jürgen Freund

Text Jürgen Freund

Flora & Fauna
Everyone wants to see wildlife when they travel. It is most often the highlight of one’s
journey, and having a picture to prove you saw a special animal will forever immortalise
a place for you. Photographing wildlife is a matter of knowing your subject, travelling
to the area they are most likely to be, asking the locals where to find the animals,
allotting enough quality time, being extremely patient and persistent, and having a lot
of good luck.
		 Thinking on your toes is a must, as wild animals are normally wary of people and
very elusive. But to take really remarkable pictures, you have to be really close to your
subject – get them frame filling – and hope you catch some interesting behaviour.
Keeping still and quiet is key. Let your wild subject get used to your presence, and
then quietly take your pictures. Sometimes you’ll have to move fast or the animal will
be gone before you know it. The reward comes when you see in your picture the very
character of your subject.

Shoot It! Flora & Fauna
gear TIPS

Camera

A body with a high-resolution, low-noise
sensor is best. Weather-sealed bodies
(and lenses) should keep out moisture.

Lens

A high-quality 80–200mm zoom lens
and teleconverter will cover many scenarios.
Choose “fast” long lenses with the widest
maximum apertures you can afford: for example,
80–200mm f/2.8 or 300mm f/4. A standard
zoom (e.g., 24–70mm) with a macro function
is handy for close-ups of flowers.

Teleconverter

Fitting between the camera body and the lens,
teleconverters upsize your lens’ magnification,
typically by 1.4x or 2x, and save you money and
weight. The bad news is low-light performance is
correspondingly reduced: 80–200mm f/2.8 with
a 1.4x teleconverter becomes 110–280mm f/4,
and with 2x teleconverter, 160–400mm f/5.6.

Settings: 50mm focal length, 150s
at f/4.5 (ISO800)
Photo: Jürgen Freund

Wildlife safaris
The concentration of animals in
sanctuaries and parks brings the
possibility of satisfying wildlife
images closer. But patience and
stamina are still big prerequisites. If
you’re shooting from a vehicle, use a
supporting structure (or a monopod)
to keep your camera steady as you
keep your eyes peeled. When the
animal is in your sights, take a few
frames first before you adjust your
shooting position. This will avoid
disappointment should your subject
abruptly disappear again.
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Christmas Island, Australia
A sea of red crabs meeting on a
beach makes for an interesting
repeated pattern.

>

Choose your subject
Forests Thick forest can be
surprisingly dark, so expect to use
a tripod with slow shutter speeds,
small apertures and low ISO settings.
A polarising filter (see Landscapes
& Cityscapes) will maximise colour
saturation and reduce reflections
from wet greenery.
Flowers Think of a flower as an
environmental portrait subject but
where everything is on a smaller
scale. With a zoom lens on its macro
setting, focusing on one or two
flowers at f/8 or smaller will produce
a nice out-of-focus background.

Settings: 20mm focal length,
1/125s at f/8 (ISO100)
Photo: Jürgen Freund

Monopod/Tripod

To steady a camera with a heavy lens but
maintain your ability to get into position quickly,
bring a monopod. A tripod with a single leg
extended is less good but still workable.

By Ian Seldrup

>

Camarines Sur, Bicol, Philippines
The wild almond tree, or talisay
to the locals, makes a fascinating
subject at night when thousands of
fireflies come to visit. The hard part:
finding the tree, finding the right
night when the ambient moonlight is
enough to illuminate the tree but not
too much to overpower the fireflies,
and then getting the exposure time
right – with lots of trial and error.

Shoot It! Flora & Fauna
SHOOTING TIPS

When

Wildlife encounters are most likely at dawn and
dusk, when animals are most active. At these
times, light quality is good but the low light levels
will require high ISO settings. Start at ISO400 and
reduce the ISO as the day brightens.

Focal length

For animals, 80–200mm is the minimum you’ll
need, but frame-filling images will require
300mm or longer.

Aperture

Settings: 16mm fisheye, 1/80s
at f/16 (ISO100)
Photo: Jürgen Freund

Shutter speed

To prevent blur when shooting moving
subjects with a long lens, you’ll need 1/250s
or faster with a 200mm lens, at least 1/300s
with a 300mm lens, and so on.

By Ian Seldrup

>

Palawan, Philippines
A dangerous juvenile saltwater
crocodile in its typical mangrove
forest habitat looks all the more
menacing in this “split level” capture.

Use long lenses at or close to their maximum
aperture, because you’ll need to use fast shutter
speeds to freeze animal movement.

>

Komodo, Lesser Sunda
Islands, Indonesia
The giant lizards that roam the
islands of Komodo, Rinca, Flores,
Gili Motang and Gili Dasami are as
dangerous as they look: a bite from
one of these venomous reptiles
can be fatal. To capture this Komodo
dragon, the challenge was to get
close enough for a good angle –
but not be foolish enough to get
too close.
Settings: 20mm focal length,
1/125s at f/11 (ISO100)
Photo: Jürgen Freund

Small format vs full-frame
Focal lengths here apply to cameras with “full-frame”
sensors (the same size as 35mm film). Many people choose
DSLRs with “small-format” sensors because they are less
expensive, but for the photographer travelling light there is
another big benefit. Smaller sensors effectively multiply the
focal length by about 1.6; for the same magnification, smallformat lenses are lighter and less bulky than their “full-frame”
cousins. For example, an 80–200mm f/2.8 zoom lens for fullframe cameras turns into an impressive 120–300mm f/2.8
mounted on a small-format DSLR. This benefit works against
short focal lengths, so there are special wide-angle lenses
that only work on small-format DSLRs.

Dos & Don’ts

DO look out for patterns
AND LEADING LINES
These provide a sense of depth and add interest
to your composition.
DON’T always wait for a blue sky
Greens look beautiful with blues, but clouds
can add depth and drama to a scene.
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By Ang Siang Lee

Do saturate your colours
Flora often looks better when you increase
contrast and saturation a little. You can do this incamera by adjusting your custom settings
or in post-processing.

		

Zoom Equivalents (COMMON Real Lenses)
Small-format lens	
10–22mm f/3.5–4.5
15–85mm f/3.5–5.6
55–250mm f/4–5.6

Full-frame lens
16–35mm f/2.8
28–135mm f/3.5–5.6
100–400mm f/4.5–5.6

Shoot It!
So you’ve just returned from an exciting trip with lots of
amazing photos. What’s next? It’s time to choose your
best shots and enhance them with some post-processing.
But take note: post-processing should never be a
substitute for poor shooting technique or used to rescue
photos that were badly shot in the first place.

Post-processing

More post-processing tips

TEXT & PhotoS Ang Siang Lee

HOT Tip

Organise, rate and select

Basic editing in Photoshop (CS5)

Make a copy
Make sure you copy out all your images from the memory
card to your hard drive. Then format your memory card.
It’s also a good idea to make a backup of your images.

Levels
To correct exposure, use the Levels function (Ctrl+L on Windows
or Command+L on Mac). There are three sliders. Adjust the
outer two sliders first – the left slider determines the black point
while the right slider determines the white point. Then use the
middle slider to adjust the midtones to get an overall brighter or
darker image. Generally, shifting the two outer sliders inwards
will increase the contrast.

Create a system
Have a systematic way of organising your images. This is
especially important as your collections grow. For instance, you
could name your folders in this format: “YYMMDD_description”.
Rate and select
There are numerous software packages that allow you
to organise your photos easily, including Photo Mechanic
(camerabits.com), Picasa (picasa.google.com), Aperture
(apple.com/aperture) and Lightroom (adobe.com/products/
photoshoplightroom). They allow you to assign “stars” to the
photos you like.

Cropping
It’s amazing how (a little) cropping can go a long way in
improving the composition of many images. Cutting away the
edges of a photo should be used to remove distracting elements
at the sides of the frame. Go to the Crop tool (press “C” on both
Windows and Mac) and drag the handles as needed.

After
After

Flora & Fauna
For plants and animals, some saturation always helps. Go to
Image > Adjustments > Vibrance. Vibrance adjusts the saturation
so that clipping is minimised as colours approach full saturation.
This effect can be used more generously than the traditional
saturation tool without over-processing your images. For
starters, try Vibrance +90. Adjust according to your image. AGP

Travel Photography Books
Socotra
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The Philippines

Bangkok

An Island

Islands of Enchantment

City of Angels

By Claudius Schulze

By Alfred A. Yuson
Photography by George Tapan

By Joe Cummings
Photography by Bill Wassman

The Philippines – with its predominantly Catholic,
English-speaking population, over 100 ethnic
groups, colourful festivals and rich biodiversity –
has long been a place of fascination for foreigners.
Award-winning author Alfred Yuson and
photographer George Tapan capture their country
of birth through words and images as colourful as
the Filipino culture itself. Explore a little of
what makes the archipelago 7,000 “islands of
enchantment”: the history, the people, the beaches
(oh, the beaches!), the holy days and celebrations,
and the arts.
You’ll have trouble
picking just one
place for your
next Philippines
getaway.

We can never get enough of Bangkok! There’s
something exciting yet familiar about the city’s
combination of cheap buys, food and massages
with its rich history and culture. Whether you’ve
never been or if you’ve visited countless times, Joe
Cummings’ insightful writing and Bill Wassman’s
beautiful photos will show you why Bangkok is
known as the Venice of the East. It’s particularly
eye-opening to compare the black-and-white
photos of historic Bangkok with Wassman’s
colourful portraits of the metropolis of today.

Socotra is a visual journey to an island – a distant
place under the countless stars of the tropical sky,
secluded in dangerous waters and circled by pirates.
The book explores an island that is overgrown with
otherworldly plants, inhabited by natives and ruled
by sheikhs. Through subtle suggestive narration
Socotra asks questions about the history of
adventure and exploration, offering an escape into a
faraway world infused with rich cultural traditions.
Available through
www.lonely-island.com

Before

Landscapes & Cityscapes
To straighten horizons or buildings, use the Ruler tool to drag a
line that should be perfectly horizontal or vertical. In the options
bar at the top of the screen, click Straighten. The image will be
straightened and automatically cropped.
Peoples & Cultures
For people, it’s important that skin looks natural. If your subject
doesn’t, go to Levels (Ctrl+L on Windows or Command+L on
Mac) and use the eyedroppers on the right. Click on your image
to determine a black point, a white point and a midtone point.
(For the midtones you may need to click on a few spots until you
get a desirable outcome.)

Sharpening
Most digital images do well with a little sharpening, and this is
usually done as the last step in post-processing. Go to Filter >
Sharpen > Unsharp Mask. In the dialog box that follows, you can
use these values for a start – Amount: 120%, Radius: 1.0 pixels,
Threshold: 6 levels. Avoid over-sharpening, as this creates ugly
halos in your image.
HOT Tip

Choose the best
Now that you’ve selected the photos you like, sort them to show
only the “superstar” photos. These are the ones you’ll choose to
edit in post-processing.

After

Before

Periplus Editions,
96 pages

Periplus Editions,
96 pages

